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A New Year’s
Resolution
for You

“In-district
meetings are the
most effective
way to get
your legislator’s
attention.”

The View From Here

by Rob Raschio

H

appy New Year 2011. 2010 was a great
year for OCDLA. We made real progress
in establishing our organization as a force to be
reckoned with in Oregon politics. In August, our
lobby team—Gail Meyer and Jennifer Williamson,
with the leadership and savvy of John Potter—
made the Oregon Crime Victims United look like
amateurs in front of the Oregon Citizen’s Initiative
Review Panel. We proved that our message on
sentencing issues, when explained, is powerful and
rational.
Out of that victory we have had a very
promising start to this year’s legislative session.
At the Benson Winter Conference House Speaker
Dave Hunt, Senator Chip Shields and Chief Justice
De Muniz made appearances. Senator Shields
presented a request to the Board of Directors for
our organization to join his coalition on affordable
health care for individuals and small businesses
with up to 50 employees. I was surprised to learn
even MDI qualifies for a small-business designation.
Senator Shields’ Reasonable Insurance Premium
Coalition will be introducing three bills to empower
small businesses in their negotiations with the
insurance giants. The board will vote in January on
whether to join the coalition. As the vast majority
of us are either employees or owners of small
businesses, or individual providers, it is in the best
interest of the membership that we are part of this
coalition. Further, being a part of a large and varied
coalition helps us be at the table. And being at the
table is a critical part of our voice being heard.
Representative Hunt spoke at the lunch during
the conference about the upcoming legislative
session. The OCDLA, and myself personally, are
grateful for his willingness to come to us. Getting
in front of a large group of defense attorneys would
make the average person crumple up in a corner.
The takeaway messages of his talk are important for
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this organization’s continued growth as a player in
Oregon politics.
The first of his messages is to remember
that Oregon legislators are working under the
framework of “Run, Govern, Run.” As civicallyminded lawyers, this should come as no surprise—
the point being that if you want to be heard, you
need to find a way to be involved. The sideline is
exactly that: you are sidelined. If our organization
is to be successful protecting the Public Defense
Services Commission budget, passing legislation
requiring evidence retention of notes, recordings
and physical evidence, and establishing credibility
on our biggest role in the legislature (to wit:
communicating what are horrible ideas in other
legislation), then members need to be active in the
political process.
The second takeaway message dovetails off
the first: politics are local. Representative Hunt
explained that our best strategy is for members
to reach out to legislators in their districts. Invite
a legislator to coffee, or even better, to court.
Offer your sage advice on criminal justice issues.
Let them know you are an employer/employee
of a small business in their community. Let them
know you are intimately familiar with treatment
options, mental health issues, policing activities,
court procedures and county expenses revolving
around criminal justice issues. Let them know that
your door is always open to them and if they have
questions, you should be a person they call if for
no other reason than to provide a counterpoint
to the information they receive from your local
district attorney. It works. My representative is
gracious enough to call me when a significant vote
Continued on next page
OCDLA Board President Rob Raschio is with Morris Olson
Smith Starns Raschio in the Dalles. He serves on the Legislative
and PAC committees.
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is coming on a criminal justice issue, or if I have sent him some thoughts
on a particular bill, even though his main focus is in other policy arenas.
Turns out he generally votes the other way, but at least he listens and knows
where OCDLA stands when he makes that decision. Representative Hunt was
exactly right when he said in-district meetings are the most effective way to
get your legislator’s attention.
We are the voice for rationality in Oregon’s criminal justice system. We
demand constitutional principles be adhered to and strengthened through
statute. We are able through our experiences in this system to identify where
Oregon can save resources. We know the bottom line costs to individuals,
families, communities and the state from prosecutorial decisions and
sentencing requirements. We can help our representatives make better
decisions and that is the goal of our lobbying efforts.
So each of you has a role to play by being involved in this effort. In the
sidebar you will see the names of senators and representatives that will be
playing a major role in this year’s OCDLA legislative efforts. Because of
the 30-30 split, the House of Representatives has yet to make committee
assignments at the time of this article. We will blast you an email with those
representatives once we know who will be on the Judiciary Committee
and the Ways and Means subcommittee for Public Safety. If the legislator
is from your district, call them and invite them to coffee. Then contact Gail
or Jennifer and they will assist you with talking points for your meeting.
Please let OCDLA know you are in contact with your legislator so we can
have a unified message from the organization and constituents in this next
session. The effort does not take a great deal of time, and pays out significant
dividends.
My mentor and friend, Gordon Mallon, taught me at an early stage in my
career that a criminal defense attorney needs to “pick up the easy meat with
your eyes closed.” Make that your New Year’s Resolution—pick up the easy
meat with your eyes closed. Do not let opportunities that cost you very little
in terms of time and effort but which pay dividends pass you by. The effort of
identifying yourself to a legislator, taking a moment out to have coffee with a
new person, and talking about issues that are important to your professional
life is “easy meat.” The act makes our organization stronger, makes our voice
resonate louder, and makes for better public policy. A New Year’s Resolution
you can meet.
Happy New Year everyone. Keep fighting for justice. My sincere wish is
that 2011 is successful and profitable for each of you.

Addresses, phone numbers and e-mails
can be found at http://www.leg.state.
or.us. Many legislators will have contact
information for in-district offices listed.

House of Representatives
Co-Speakers
Arnie Roblan (D) – Coos Bay
(503) 986-1409
Bruce Hanna (R) – Roseburg
(503) 986-1407

Senate Judiciary
Floyd Prozanski (D), Chair – South
Lane/North Douglas Counties
(503) 986-1704
Jeff Kruse (R), Vice Chair – Roseburg
(503) 986-1701
Jackie Dingfelder (D) – Portland
(Mt. Tabor/Parkrose)
(503) 986-1723
Suzanne Bonamici (D) – N.W. Portland/
Beaverton
(503) 986-1717
Doug Whitsett (R) – Klamath Falls:
(503) 986-1728

Senate Ways and Means Public
Safety Subcommittee
Jackie Winters (R), Co-Chair – Salem
(503) 986-1710
Joanne Verger (D) – Coos Bay
(503) 986-1705

Are Your Manuals Current?
OCDLA’s Keep Me Current plan allows owners of the Search and
Seizure and Felony Sentencing in Oregon manuals to receive
twice-a-year updates automatically. We bill you yearly for the updates, and you no longer need to wonder if your manuals are out of
date. Call OCDLA to sign up, or visit ocdla.org to order the Keep Me
Current plan for either Search and Seizure or Felony Sentencing
in Oregon.
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Rod Monroe (D) – Portland
(Happy Valley/Gresham)
(503) 986-1724
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So What Am I,
Chopped Liver?
State Law May Require
Unanimous Juries

“The strength of the
federal argument might
motivate the Oregon
Supreme Court to
apply the state law to
invalidate Oregon’s
non-unamimous jury
authority.”

Non-unanimous Juries

by Jesse Wm. Barton

T

his article is a follow-up to Steve Sady’s article
in the September/October 2010 edition of
The Oregon Defense Attorney, about the federal
constitutional claim against Oregon law that allows
convictions based on non-unanimous juries. Or
Const Art I, § 11; ORS 136.450(1). This article isn’t
about correcting anything Mr. Sady said (except
where he identified me as a “State Appellate
Defender”—I haven’t worked in that office in over
eight years). Instead, it’s to explain that under the
so-called “first things first” principle, attorneys
should not overlook the state law–based claim
against non-unanimous juries. See, e.g., State v.
Kennedy, 295 Or 260, 265-68, 666 P2d 1316
(1983) (claims should be based on available state
law before relying on federal law).
In this situation, complying with the first things
isn’t just a matter of form. The strength of the federal
argument might motivate the Oregon Supreme
Court to apply state law to invalidate Oregon’s nonunanimous jury authority. The court might do that
to avoid the chance of the United States Supreme
Court invalidating a state constitutional provision
(and leave that sort of embarrassment to the State of
Louisiana).
The state law claim is grounded on the
fact that Ballot Measure 302-03 (1934), which
amended Article I, section 11, to authorize nonunanimous juries, also authorized and regulated
jury waivers. Because the measure carried two
constitutional amendments, it implicates the
separate-vote requirement of Article XVII, section
1, of the Oregon Constitution. The “separatevote requirement, which applies to constitutional
amendments proposed by initiative, as well as those
proposed by the legislature,”1 provides: “When
two or more amendments shall be submitted in
the manner aforesaid to the voters of this state at
the same election, they shall be so submitted that
each amendment shall be voted on separately.”
The requirement prohibits placing more than one
“substantive” constitutional amendment before
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the voters in a single ballot measure, unless the
multiple amendments are “closely related.”2
Although the amendments address the same
section of the same article and involve jury trials,
they “involve separate constitutional rights, granted
to [two] different groups of persons.”3 Moreover,
those two different groups want polar opposite
things, specifically:
1. Persons who wish to waive their right to jury
trials as a means of obtaining a fair trial.4
2. Persons who, for the same reason, wish to
assert their right to jury trials.
The fact that the two amendments affected two
groups of persons who want polar opposite things
establishes that the amendments are not “closely
related,” and therefore that the measure violates
the separate-vote requirement.5 The measure “is
void in its entirety.” Armatta, 327 Or at 285.6 The
original version of Article I, section 11, is still in
effect and requires unanimous verdicts.7 Because
the original version requires unanimous verdicts,
ORS 136.450(1) is invalid to the extent it authorizes
non-unanimous guilty verdicts.8
Cases such as State v. Cobb, 224 Or App 594,
198 P3d 978 (2008), reject this argument. There the
court said, “Defendant’s argument has already been
considered and rejected by the Supreme Court.
State v. Osbourne, 153 Or 484, 486, 57 P2d 1083
(1936) (upholding 1934 amendment against Article
XVII, section 1, challenge).”9
Continued on next page
OCDLA Member Jesse Wm. Barton is an attorney in Salem.
He speaks regularly at OCDLA seminars and is the author of
Felony Sentencing in Oregon: Guidelines, Statutes, Cases.
He wishes to acknowledge fellow OCDLA member James
Leuenberger, who originally identified the state constitutional
claim he discusses in this article.
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To be sure, Osbourne did reject a claim based on
Article XVII, section 1, against the 1934 measure. The court
grounded its decision on a puzzling aspect of the measure:
In 1932 the electorate approved a legislatively referred ballot
measure (coincidentally numbered 302-03), that inserted at
the end of section 11 the exact same jury waiver language
found in the 1934 voters’ pamphlet. Essentially the Osbourne
court concluded that, notwithstanding the 1934 measure
containing the amendment, because the voters approved the
jury-waiver amendment in 1932 they did not vote on that
amendment again in 1934.
But Osbourne overlooks the fact that if the people
had defeated the 1934 measure, that defeat might have
overturned the 1932 amendment authorizing jury waivers.10
If so, then the vote on the 1934 measure was a vote on both
amendments.
Osbourne also does not account for the principle from
the court’s subsequent post-Armatta decision in Lehman v.
Bradbury. That principle establishes that what matters is not
what would be the legal effect of the people’s vote; instead,
what matters is what the people were told would be the legal
effect of their vote.11
In 1934 the people were told they were voting on a
constitutional amendment authorizing jury waivers, as well
as non-unanimous juries. Even if the defeat of the 1934
measure would not have overturned the 1932 amendment,
from what they were told the people might have thought
otherwise. Out of concern that a vote against the 1934
measure might overturn the 1932 amendment, the people
may have “held their noses” and voted for the 1934 measure
not because they supported its non-unanimous verdicts
provision, but because they wanted to retain the 1932
amendment’s jury-waiver provision.
Similarly, the people might have been confused by the
appearance of the jury-waiver provision on the 1934 ballot
and thought that somehow the 1932 measure failed after all.
Again, the people may have “held their noses” and voted
for the 1934 measure not because they supported its nonunanimous verdicts provision, but because they wanted to
adopt the jury-waiver provision.
Again, it does not matter what the voters approved
in 1932. What matters is what the voters were told they
were being asked to approve in 1934. In 1934, the voters
were told that the jury-waiver provision “was a part of the
amendment that was submitted to” them along with the nonunanimous juries provision.12 Therefore, “if the combination
of those two [provisions] offended Article XVII, section 1, it
is of no moment that” the jury-waiver provision was already
on the books “for some other reason.”13
The Lehman principle did not exist when the court
decided Osbourne, and Osbourne cannot be reconciled
with Lehman. Lehman necessarily overruled Osbourne
The Oregon Defense Attorney

sub silentio. Neither Osbourne, nor Cobb’s and Jones’s
Osbourne-based decisions, are stare decisis.14 Trial courts are
free to give Osbourne, Cobb, and Jones whatever deference
they think the cases are entitled, up to and including no
deference at all.15
In sum, the 1934 measure was created in violation
of Article XVII, section 1, so the measure “is void in its
entirety.”16 The measure did not amend Article I, section 11,
so the section still requires unanimous juries. To the extent
ORS 136.450(1 authorizes non-unanimous guilty verdicts, it
is unconstitutional and unenforceable.17
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Armatta v. Kitzhaber, 327 Or 250, 261, 959 P2d 49 (1998).
Id. at 277.
Id. at 283
Defendants move to waive jury primarily to ensure fair trials in cases involving highly technical defenses, considerable pre-trial publicity, crimes
of a “revolting nature,” defendants with lengthy criminal records, and
cases that could evoke racial prejudice. See Carroll T. Bond, The Maryland Practice of Trying Criminal Cases by Judges Alone, Without Juries, 11
Am Bar Assoc Jour 699, 702 (1925).
See Swett v. Bradbury, 333 Or 597, 609, 43 P3d 1094 (2002); Lehman v.
Bradbury, 333 Or 231, 250, 37 P3d 989 (2002).
By violating the separate-vote requirement, the method of the measure’s
enactment also violated “Article I, section 21, of the Oregon Constitution,
[which] provides that no law shall be passed, ‘the taking effect of which
shall be made to depend upon any authority except as provided in the
Constitution.’” State v. Long, 315 Or 95, 99, 843 P2d 420 (1992. Laws
adopted “in violation of Article I, section 21, of the Oregon Constitution
… are void and of no effect.” Strunk v. PERB, 338 Or 145, 238, 108 P3d
1058 (2005). See also Armatta, 327 Or at 285.
See State v. Gann, 254 Or 549, 576-83, 463 P2d 570 (1969) (Goodwin,
J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
See, e.g., State v. Baker, 328 Or 355, 364, 976 P2d 1132 (1999). Because
the legislature may provide the accused broader protections than does
the constitution, see, e.g., State v. Valdez, 277 Or 621 n 4, 561 P2d 1006
(1977), ORS 136.450(1 should be constitutional to the extent it authorizes non-unanimous acquittals.
Cobb, 224 Or App at 592 (citing State v. Jones, 223 Or App 611, 623 n 4,
196 P3d 97 (2008)).
Cf. ORS 174.090.
See Lehman, 333 Or at 243 n 8.
Lehman, 333 Or at 243 n 8.
Id.
See, e.g., Stranahan v. Fred Meyer, Inc., 331 Or 38, 54, 11 P3d 228
(2000) (describing scope of stare decisis doctrine).
See State v. Follett, 115 Or App 672, 677, 840 P2d 1298 (1992) (en banc)
(De Muniz, J.), rev den, 317 Or 163 (1993) (lower courts are not bound
by a Supreme Court decision that does not qualify as stare decisis, and
which is irreconcilable with other Supreme Court decisions).
Armatta, 327 Or at 285. See also Strunk, 338 Or at 238; Long, 315 Or at
99.
See, e.g., Baker, 328 Or at 364.
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Defense Initiated
Victim Outreach

D e a t h Pe n a l t y D e fe n s e

by Laura Rittall and Rita Lapp

“When utilizing the
DIVO process, the
defense recognizes that a
relationship exists between
the defendant ... and the
victim, regardless of any
defense claims.”

Editor’s Note: This article is a follow-up to a panel presentation about Defense Initiated Victim Outreach
(DIVO) at the OCDLA Death Penalty Defense seminar in October.

T

o address a question many have asked—“What
is the difference between DIVO and DA Victim
Advocates?”—sometimes describing something as
case specific as DIVO is easier when starting with
what it is not.

DIVO does not provide access to victim
resources
The DA victim advocate refers victims to
resources available to them through the courts. This
is not something a DIVO specialist would do. A
DIVO specialist would refer victims back to the DA
victim advocate for those resources.

DIVO does not advocate a particular
agenda
DA victim advocates are really members
of the prosecutorial team and often support the
prosecutor’s aims at involving victims in their
strategy for court appearance, testimony, and
cooperation, and do not maintain a confidential
relationship with the victims. DIVO specialists,
on the other hand, strive to remain objective and
provide victim survivors empowerment through
access to information, without a hidden agenda
and with the understanding that communication
is confidential. While it is unavoidable that the
defense team hopes a positive outcome can be
obtained by using DIVO, it is imperative to the
integrity of the process that the DIVO specialist
maintain separation from that aim and that the
defense team honor this provision of support
without strings attached.

DIVO provides access, as a liaison, for the
victim to the defense team
The underpinning of DIVO is the recognition
that an inextricable relationship exists between the
defendant and the victim survivors because of the
harm that was caused and the allegations and/or
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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evidence that the defendant played a part in causing
that harm. The defense represents the defendant and,
as such, also becomes a part of that relationship
with the victim survivors. The prosecution and its
victim advocates do not have direct access to the
defendant and are not part of that relationship. They
cannot act as any sort of liaison should the victim
survivor choose to engage with that relationship, but
a DIVO specialist can. DA victim advocates cannot
relay information back and forth from the defense,
make introductions, ease tensions and anxieties, or
facilitate answers to questions that victims may have
of the defense team.
When utilizing the DIVO process, the defense
recognizes that a relationship exists between
the defendant, his or her team and the victims,
regardless of any defense claims. DIVO provides a
safe means (for the defense team, the defendant and
victim survivors) to engage that relationship and
provide choices which can assist victim survivors
through the criminal proceedings. It is a humane,
restorative approach of recognizing the relationship
and an attempt to prevent the continuation of harm
caused by ignoring, stifling and leaving victims
without a voice or a choice in addressing the
defense. DIVO reduces the inherent adversarial
energy in the courtroom and allows for simple
respect. While it is not the intent of the DIVO
specialist to ensure this, it is often the natural result.

Personal Anecdote
Panel member Rita Lapp was unable to give her
presentation due to time constraints. Her comments
follow.
Continued on next page
OCDLA Member Laura Rittall is an investigator in Portland.
She spoke at the October, 2010 death penalty defense seminar.
OCDLA Member Rita Lap is an investigator in Forest Grove.
She spoke at the May, 2010 criminal investigation seminar.
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Forced to abandon my early misconceptions, I learned
to view DIVO work through a different lens.… I have a
much clearer understanding of the power of DIVO and
am confident that the interview training I received has
crossover application to mitigation. We spent considerable
time developing and honing skills in the artful practice of
interviewing trauma survivors.
Fresh from training I was fortunate that Steve Gorham
and Steve Krasik gave me an opportunity to cut my DIVO
teeth under the tutelage of veteran LaVarr McBride. It’s
been a positive experience under ideal circumstances. It
is also one of the reasons I appreciate the efforts of Laura
Rittall and others to establish a DIVO training center here
in our backyard. DIVO work can mean a lonely seat in the
courtroom. Each case will be unique and require a creative
and thoughtful approach. Based on my experience working
with LaVarr, it is clear that having a network of colleagues to
consult with will enhance our efforts toward improving the
capital defense process – a win for both sides of the aisle.”

“My first exposure to DIVO was listening to Richard Barr
and Pamela Leonard at a national mitigation conference.
I was intrigued. Anything that could help our clients and
reduce the adversarial temperature of the courtroom sounded
like a grand idea.
On the first day of DIVO training we were introduced
to the phrase ‘victim-centered, victim-led.’ We learned that
DIVO was not intended to advocate for the accused. It was
designed to act as a bridge connecting victim survivors to
the defense team, and therefore practitioners must remain
neutral to the death penalty.… We were told that individuals
from a defense background might struggle in the DIVO
role. The concern was that we might be tempted to use our
access to victim survivors to advocate for the accused, or in
other subtle ways betray a personal bias against the death
penalty. Neutrality was the name of the game. A DIVO
specialist must avoid any action that could be interpreted as
a manipulative tactic on behalf of the defense, an obvious
sticking point for many prosecutors. Leonard said there
could be no such agenda, though she acknowledged that life
verdicts are often the natural by-product of victim outreach,
which fits comfortably within the DIVO guiding principles of
restorative justice.

We plan to continue to share information with you about
DIVO in future newsletters, so please feel free to send any
questions to Laura Rittall at lrittallpi@gmail.com.

The Essential Reference Tool

Major Crimes and Defenses
Don’t Start Your Case Without This Manual
• Brainstorm a case in its earliest stages
• Successfully direct the investigation
• Plan motions and trial strategies
• Guide the case to its most successful conclusion
• Record new case law or statute changes
David T. McDonald &
Patrick John Sweeney Editors
plus dozens of OCDLA members who
contributed revisions and updates.

Revised and updated second edition – 30 crimes, each with

• Statutes, Case Law, Jury Instructions
• Practice Tips and Strategies
• Sentencing Issues

2010 edition, $285 members, $335 nonmembers
$240 PDF download (members only)
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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Keep Your Next Probation
Revocation Hearing from
Turning into the Star Chamber

Appellate Perspective

By Zachary Lovett Mazer

W

ith the recent Court of Appeals opinion in State
v. Wibbens, __ Or App __, __ P3d __ (November
17, 2010), and the Oregon Supreme Court’s grant of
review in State v. Caldwell, 235 Or App 380, 231 P3d
1191, rev allowed, 349 Or 171 (2010), arguments
concerning the constitutional implications of admitting
hearsay evidence in probation revocation proceedings
are beginning to gain traction in the Oregon appellate
courts.1 To be more precise, Oregon courts are
beginning to recognize that a right to confrontation
exists in revocation hearings, albeit in a more limited
form than in a criminal trial.2 This article examines
the balancing test employed by the Wibbens court
and the federal circuit courts and provides arguments
and authority against the admission of hearsay in a
revocation hearing.
It would be impossible to forecast every
potential scenario in which this issue may arise
in a revocation hearing. Suffice it to say, in the
context of probation revocation hearings the issue
is most likely to arise when the state’s only witness
is a probation officer who will testify to what other
people have told him or her, or to information he or
she has learned from other sources. That example
encompasses, in all likelihood, a large percentage
of revocation hearings. If the person who made
the statement to the probation officer (the hearsay
declarant) is not in court to testify, there is a
potential Fourteenth Amendment due process
problem that practitioners should evaluate based
on the legal sources discussed below. The hearsay
declarant may be another probation officer, a police
officer, a fellow probationer, a treatment provider, a
member of the public, or any combination thereof
(for example, a probation officer may testify that a
police officer told him about a citizen report which
implicated the defendant in new criminal activity
(two layers of hearsay)).3
Multilayer hearsay problems are also common.
For instance, in State v. Dahl, 139 Wash 2d 678,
990 P2d 396, 401 (Wash 1999), two young girls
told a police officer that the defendant engaged
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in inappropriate conduct—the police officer told
the defendant’s probation officer, who told the
defendant’s treatment provider, who wrote it down
in a report that the state offered as evidence in
his revocation hearing (four layers of hearsay).
The principles discussed below can be applied
to every level of hearsay, and a reliability gap at
any level could prove significant (consider, for
example, a police officer’s affidavit that includes
an unsworn verbal statement from an anonymous
citizen—although the affidavit itself is sworn and
may be reliable, the underlying level of hearsay is
an anonymous and unsworn verbal allegation, the
least reliable form of hearsay).
The source of law and application of the right
to confrontation in revocation proceedings differs
in several key respects from criminal trials, and
practitioners grappling with confrontation issues
in the revocation context should be careful to
distinguish between the two in both written and
oral arguments.
To begin, the right to confrontation in
revocation proceedings, with one exception,
currently stems entirely from federal law. The
state legislature codified a right to confrontation
in parole revocation hearings, ORS 144.343(4),
but no other state law source provides for a right
to confrontation in other types of revocation
proceedings. Article I, section 11, of the Oregon
Constitution, which contains the state constitutional
confrontation clause, applies only in “criminal
prosecutions.” Although the Oregon Supreme Court
has not squarely addressed the question whether
a probation revocation hearing is a “criminal
prosecution” within the meaning of Article I,
section 11, prior cases strongly suggest that the
court’s answer would be “no.”4 Finally, the hearsay
rules in the Oregon Evidence Code do not apply,
Continued on next page
OCDLA Member Zachary Lovett Mazer is a staff attorney
with the Office of Public Defense Services.
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include whether the hearsay is corroborated,12 Id. at 987-88,
whether the hearsay declarant’s statements are consistent
over time, id., whether the hearsay was given under oath,
US v. Lloyd, 566 F3d 341, 345 (3rd Cir 2009), whether the
hearsay evidence is “replete with detail,” id., whether the
hearsay declarant had “an adversarial relationship with
the accused,” id., whether the hearsay evidence includes
“multiple layers of hearsay,” id., whether the hearsay is written
or oral, Wibbens, __ Or App at __ (slip op at 6), and whether
the hearsay satisfies a longstanding exception to the hearsay
rule,13 Valdivia, 599 F3d at 990. The overarching principle at
this end of the scale is that “the more subject to question the
accuracy and reliability of the proffered evidence, the greater
the [defendant’s] interest in testing it by exercising his right to
confrontation.” Comito, 177 F3d at 1171.
The “good cause” prong of the balancing test
is somewhat more amorphous, and varies with the
circumstances. Comito, 177 F3d at 1172. Whether the
strength of the reason is sufficient to outweigh a defendant’s
interests in confrontation depends “on the strength of the
reason in relation to the significance of the [defendant’s]
right.” Id. The Ninth Circuit acknowledges that “[i]n some
instances, [the] mere inconvenience or expense [of calling
the hearsay declarant to testify] may be enough[,]” but
in other cases, “much more will be required.” Id. In a
somewhat circular fashion, some Ninth Circuit cases appear
to consider “indicia of reliability” again in determining good
cause.14 The burden to show good cause falls on the state,
Wibbens, __ Or App at __ (slip op at 3), and several courts
treat the state’s failure to show good cause as “fatal” to the
admission of the hearsay evidence.15
Given the attention this issue is receiving in the appellate
courts, defense practitioners should consider whether there
is a potentially meritorious due process issue any time the
state seeks to introduce hearsay evidence at a revocation
hearing. An objection citing the federal due process
principles discussed above may keep that hearsay evidence
out of the hearing, resulting in a positive outcome for our
clients, or, at a minimum, it will preserve an issue for appeal.
While ultimately a defendant in revocation proceedings
does not have as strong of a confrontation right as a criminal
defendant, there are still obstacles the state must overcome
before it may offer hearsay evidence without making the
declarant available for cross-examination.

at least not in probation revocation hearings (although, as
discussed below, the hearsay rules do come into play in the
constitutional analysis).5
Thus practitioners must turn to federal constitutional
law for revocation hearings other than parole. The critical
distinction practitioners must draw at this juncture is that the
right to confrontation in revocation hearings does not derive
from the Sixth Amendment and is entirely independent
from right of confrontation at trial.6 Rather, in this context,
confrontation is a procedural right that stems from the
Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clause.7
The second critical distinction is that, unlike the criminal
trial confrontation right which is an absolute right (at least
as to testimonial evidence), the Fourteenth Amendment
confrontation right in revocation hearings is conditional. In
a revocation hearing, the court may admit even testimonial
out-of-court statements over a confrontation objection if
there is good cause to do so.8
Most federal circuit courts, including the Ninth Circuit,
have developed a balancing test for determining whether
hearsay evidence is admissible absent an opportunity for
confrontation.9 The balancing test weighs the defendant’s
interest in confrontation versus the state’s showing of good
cause to deny confrontation.10 In State v. Johnson, 221 Or App
394, 401, 404, 190 P3d 455, rev den, 345 Or 418 (2008),
the Oregon Court of Appeals adopted the balancing test for
purposes of evaluating due process confrontation issues, and
the issue is now before the Oregon Supreme Court in Caldwell.
The Johnson court reduced the balancing test to a fourfactor test evaluating (1) the importance of the evidence to
the court’s finding, (2) the defendant’s opportunity to refute
the evidence, (3) the difficulty and expense of obtaining the
witness (the “good cause” prong of the analysis), and (4) the
traditional indicia of reliability borne by the evidence. 221 Or
App at 401. Although arguments will have to be couched in the
Johnson formulation of the test (or whatever test is articulated in
Caldwell), practitioners should focus on the federal balancing
test, which, as discussed below, ultimately requires the state to
show good cause even if the hearsay evidence is reliable.
On the “defendant’s interest in confrontation” side of the
scale, primary considerations include the importance of the
evidence to the court’s ultimate finding (in other words, is
the hearsay evidence the only evidence offered by the state
in support of a particular allegation?) and the nature of the
facts to be proven by the hearsay evidence (is the hearsay
evidence offering personal observations, or only ministerial
facts such as the presence or absence of a record?). Comito,
177 F3d at 1171.11
However, those factors are not exclusive. Id. at 1171
n 7. The federal circuit courts also consider traditional
“indicia of reliability” in assessing the defendant’s interest in
confrontation. Hall, 419 F3d at 987–88. “Indicia of reliability”
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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Review of Caldwell is still pending in the Oregon Supreme Court, but
the state has filed a motion to dismiss the appeal, alleging that the defendant has absconded from supervision. See ORAP 8.05(3). Should the
court dismiss in Caldwell, the Court of Appeals cases discussed herein
will remain the governing law on this issue.

2

Although the case law developing in the Oregon appellate courts concerns probation revocation hearings, the same legal principles apply in
other types of revocation hearings as well, such as parole or post-prison
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supervision revocation. Other potential applications include diversion revocation, release
agreement revocation, drug court revocation, conditional discharge revocation, and
any other type of hearing where a factfinder
must make an evidentiary determination as to
whether an individual is in compliance with
certain conditions and where adverse consequences may result from a finding of noncompliance. The remainder of this article simply
references “revocation” proceedings generally
to represent those various applications, unless
a specific type of hearing is specified.
3

Indeed, in Wibbens the Court of Appeals reversed a probation revocation in a case where
the probation officer testified that a county
sheriff’s deputy told him that the defendant
smelled of alcohol and appeared intoxicated.
__ Or App at __ (slip op at 1). In Caldwell,
the case currently on review in the Oregon
Supreme Court, a probation officer recited a
written police report into the record for the
purposes of proving two alleged probation
violations.

4

See State ex rel Juv Dep’t v. Rogers, 314 Or
114, 120, 836 P2d 127 (1992) (probation
violation proceedings are not “criminal prosecutions” but are “closely analogous”); State
v. Donovan, 305 Or 332, 335, 751 P2d 1109
(1988) (probation violation proceedings are
“not easily categorized as either criminal or
civil”).

5

OEC 101(4)(e).

6

US v. Hall, 419 F3d 980, 985-86 (9th Cir
2005).

7

Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 US 778, 786, 36 L
Ed 2d 656, 93 S Ct 1756 (1973); Morrissey v.
Brewer, 408 US 471, 488-89, 33 L Ed 2d 484,
92 S Ct 2593 (1972).
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Morrissey, 408 US at 488-89; Valdivia v.
Schwarzeneggar, 599 F3d 984, 991 (9th Cir
2010).

9

Some federal and state courts apply an
alternative test that focuses only on whether
the hearsay evidence is reliable. See Reyes
v. State, 868 NE 2d 438, 441 (Ind 2007)
(describing different tests). The Oregon Court
of Appeals currently applies the balancing approach, and petitioner on review in Caldwell
is urging the Oregon Supreme Court to follow
suit. Thus, this article focuses on the balancing test. Should the Oregon Supreme Court
depart and adopt the minority test, cases such
as Reyes, US v. Williams, 443 F3d 35, 45 (2nd
Cir 2006), and US v. Kelley, 446 F3d 688, 692
(7th Cir 2006) illustrate the application of that
standard. However, there must also be good
cause to admit even non-testimonial hearsay
in revocation proceedings. In short, the due
process standards apply to all hearsay—whether or not it is testimonial.

10

US v. Comito, 177 F3d 1166, 1170 (9th Cir
1999).
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See also US v. McCormick, 54 F3d 214, 222
(5th Cir 1995) (defendant has a stronger interest in confronting a witness as to personal
observations as opposed to confronting a witness as to “scientific facts” such as the results
of a lab test); Wibbens, __ Or App at __ (slip
op at __) (noting that a statement based on the
declarant’s sensory perception is “subject to
errors of judgment or interpretation”).
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US v. Martin, 984 F2d 308 312-13 (9th Cir
1993). The Third Circuit, unlike the Ninth,
holds that “indicia of reliability” go to the
defendant’s interest in confrontation and
should not be considered in the “good cause”
analysis. Lloyd, 566 F3d at 345-46. This separation makes for a cleaner and easier-to-apply
analysis, and defense practitioners should
push this approach. If the various “indicia
of reliability” do go to good cause, then it is
conceivably possible for the state to outweigh
a defendant’s interest in confrontation merely
by offering sufficiently reliable evidence,
because that alone could constitute sufficient
“good cause” even if confrontation could be
provided at little or no expense to the state
and the defendant has an otherwise strong
interest in confrontation.
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Generally speaking, statements that satisfy an
exception to the hearsay rule are admissible in
a trial because they are deemed more reliable
than statements that do not satisfy an exception. Valdivia, 599 F3d at 990. However, that
is not to say that a defendant has no interest
in confrontation when hearsay evidence satisfies an exception: “Simply because hearsay
evidence bears some indicia of reliability does
not render it admissible.” Id. (quoting Hall,
419 F3d at 988). The state must still show
good cause to deny confrontation. Id.
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Preview of 2011
Legislative Session

“This sesion will be
about money, and only
about money.”

By Gail Meyer

Legislative Update

A

s we move into the 2011 legislative session, the
OCDLA Legislative Committee and the lobby
team consisting of myself and Jennifer Williamson
are poised and ready to go. The committee devoted
the past year to creating a long-term strategy for
key legislative reforms; as part of that plan, the
committee identified four bills to submit in the
2011 session.
This is a fewer number of bills than we have
submitted in past sessions – a conscious and
strategic choice of the committee. It is inevitable
that we will devote the majority of our lobby
resources to playing defense on bills submitted by
others; hence, OCDLA’s bills must be neat, clean
and targeted to advance our long-term goals.
Moreover, every lobby organization is paring
down their expectations and agenda for the same
principled reason: this session will be about
money, and only about money. With a projected
$3.5 billion budget shortfall, there will be no
time, energy, nor tolerance for epic warfare over
policies that do not net the state cost savings.
It is anticipated that the budget shortfall will work
to our benefit on matters of policy…it is expensive,
after all, to get tough on crime.
In the process, we will be vigilant to assure
there is no sacrifice of the OPDS budget or attempt
to extract cost-savings by reducing compensation
for indigent representation. It is more difficult to
project whether the shift in political power to an
evenly split House and a bare Democratic majority
in the Senate will promote centric, consensusbased policies or will be a formula for stasis,
political trading or, worse, political chaos.
The four bills sponsored by OCDLA are:
Preservation of public records relevant to
criminal investigation: This bill imposes a duty
on peace officers to preserve public records that
are relevant to a criminal investigation: e.g., their
handwritten notes, reports, audio/video recordings,
etc., and to timely disclose the existence of
those records to the district attorney as soon as
practicable. The bill keeps the district attorney in
charge of the disclosure process to the defense,
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and keeps the court in control of sanctions in the
event duties are not fulfilled. This bill is designed
to assure that public records relevant to a criminal
investigation are preserved (think: TriMet platform
video recordings), and to promote the timely and
accurate performance of the DA’s Brady function.
Timely notice of enhancement facts: This bill is
a legislative fix to State v. Roberts, 231 Or App 263
(2009). It requires the state to provide notice of its
intent to rely upon enhancement sentencing factors
within 35 days from date of arraignment. The parties
may mutually agree to extend the timeframe, or
the court may lengthen the time upon a showing of
good cause.
Possession of user quantities of controlled
substances: This bill allows offenders who possess
small user quantities of controlled substances to
avoid the consequences of a felony conviction.
Two alternative bill versions are being offered: the
second promotes greater cost-savings. One version
makes possession of user quantities of Schedule I
drugs a Class C felony; the other makes possession
of user quantities of Class I and II drugs a Class A
misdemeanor if the offender has no prior controlled
substance convictions.
Codificaton of State v. Turner at resentencing
hearings: This bill is a legislative fix to State v.
Partain, (Or, 2010). It would codify the rule in State
v. Turner, 247 Or 301 (1967), and forbid exceeding
the original sentence after a successful appeal.
We have advance knowledge of other bills
that will be of great interest to us and which we
will want to support: a bill creating a task force to
study the potential impact of requiring unanimous
jury verdicts in Oregon; a number of bills limiting
the manner in which aggravated murders are
determined to be death-eligible; bills modifying the
Continued on next page
OCDLA Member Gail Meyer, one of the association’s two
lobbyists, can be reached at glmlobby@nwlink.com.
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Ode to an Organization
that Fights for Justice

“We truly seek a
criminal justice system
that is characterized by
fairness and sanity.”

Member’s Perspective

By Mark Cogan

P

olitical interest groups are known for advancing
the personal interests of their members.
Thus, the NRA fights to preserve and protect the
constitutional right of Americans to keep and bear
arms. The AMA and ADA seek to advance the
economic interests of doctors and dentists. The
NEA can be relied on to advance the interests of
teachers.
Against this backdrop, I would like to
commend an organization that actually works
contrary to the private economic interests of its
members, in the pursuit of justice.
The organization I refer to is the Oregon
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, an
organization of attorneys and others who devote
their career toward the defense of persons who are
accused of crimes.
Of course, OCDLA provides direct service to its
members in its sponsorship of high quality seminars
and publication of excellent legal materials that
are used by attorneys, investigators, paralegals and
others who work in the criminal defense field. But
that is not the focus of this article.
What is noteworthy about this organization is
that in its public advocacy activities, OCDLA has
been a reliable advocate for restraint in sentencing
policy. OCDLA has established a presence at
the Oregon Legislature which is respected by
Democrats and Republicans alike. Whenever there
are debates on issues pertaining to sentencing
policy, OCDLA can be depended upon to oppose
harsh mandatory minimum sentencing schemes
that have served to drastically increase Oregon’s
prison population.
Since 1995 with the advent of Ballot Measure
11, Oregon has embarked on a costly prison
expansion spree. Hundreds of millions of dollars
have been diverted from education and human
services toward the incarceration of an ever
expanding prison population. Even as violent
crime has diminished, the wild expansion of our
prisons has proceeded unabated. Judges have been
stripped of discretion and prosecutors have been
empowered to call the shots.
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Only OCDLA has provided a voice of sanity.
Only OCDLA has pointed out that our State
is harmed, not helped, when we divert scarce
resources away from rehabilitation and into
incarceration. Only OCDLA has emphasized that
by empowering prosecutors and stripping judges of
discretion, the delicate balances of our legal system
are thrown out of order.
If OCDLA cared only for improving the
economic lot of its members, it would not advocate
strenuously for restraint in sentencing policies.
Indeed, harsh sentencing laws actually bring
financial benefits to those who defend clients facing
the most serious of crimes. By supporting OCDLA,
criminal defense attorneys show that they are
motivated not merely to advance their own narrow
economic interests. Instead, our support of OCDLA
demonstrates that we care about those among us
who are less fortunate, and that we truly seek a
criminal justice system that is characterized by
fairness and sanity.

OCDLA Sustaining Member Mark Cogan practices law in
Portland. This piece originally appeared on Mark Cogan’s
website.
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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State v. Jermaine Anderson

B e a u t i fu l Wo r d s

By Susan Elizabeth Reese
Case: State v. Jermaine Anderson
Defense Counsel: Theodore C. Coran
Investigator: G.E. Mallow
Date: November, 2010
Court: Yamhill County Circuit Court
Judge: The Honorable Ronald Stone
Prosecutor: Erin S. Greenawald, Deputy District
Attorney
Charges: One count each of attempted murder,
attempted first degree domestic assault, third
degree domestic assault and fourth degree domestic
assault; and three counts of recklessly endangering
another person
Verdict: Not guilty on all counts

J

ermaine Anderson began living a nightmare
when he walked into the Yamhill County Sheriff’s
Office in July 2009 and tried to turn himself in,
supposedly for an attempt to kill his wife. At the
time, his wife of 17 years had left him and taken
their two children – a teenage boy and an 11-yearold girl – back to Ohio, from which they had
moved some years earlier.
Detective Rich Geist sat down with Mr.
Anderson and carefully explained that he had not
been arrested and that he had the right to remain
silent. He explained the balance of Mr. Anderson’s
rights and made sure that he understood them.
Insisting he wanted to talk, Mr. Anderson then
told Detective Geist that while he was living in
Lafayette with his wife, Roberta, and their children
he had made several attempts to kill her. He said
he would turn on the natural gas in a decorative
gas fireplace just enough to release potentially
deadly fumes and then leave the home. He said
his children were sometimes present and absent at
other times. Mr. Anderson told the officer that he
was now a changed man and he needed to get this
off his chest. He also said he was not in his right
mind at the time but had come to his senses, even
though his wife had moved back to Ohio without
ever reporting any problems.
Because police had no corroboration for
Mr. Anderson’s statements, they were uncertain
whether he had a mental health problem and
perhaps thought erroneously that he had committed
a crime and needed to “confess” to detectives.
Geist eventually reached Roberta Anderson
by telephone. She not only supported what her
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husband had said but added details about other
attempts he had made to harm her between
February of 2007 and June of 2008. She told Geist
that she is deathly allergic to pepper; if she eats
it, she claimed, her tongue could swell enough to
cut off her breathing. She alleged that her husband
admitted putting pepper on her food without her
knowing it. She thought he might have “done
something” to her car at one point. She added
that he left “objects on the stairs” trying to trip her.
Finally, she said he told her he would hide some of
the medicines she needs on a daily basis.
Geist asked Roberta if she would agree to make
a pretext telephone call to her husband, confronting
him about his admissions. She consented, and
police recorded her call. During that conversation,
Jermaine Anderson said that he hoped to reunite
with her. He said he had made some mistakes but
was a changed person. When his wife asked him if
he had turned on the gas in their home to try to kill
her, he said he had “just lost it,” but averred that he
had changed and would never do anything like that
again.
In September, 2009, Mr. Anderson was indicted
by a grand jury for attempted murder and the
additional charges. He was arrested; when he was
arraigned, he told the court that he had admitted to
“all these things.”
At the outset, Mr. Anderson’s many statements
to detectives seemed to guarantee a conviction. As
Mr. Coran and his investigator, Mr. Mellow, dug
more deeply into the case, however, they learned
that things were certainly not as they appeared.
The Andersons had been married for 17
years, much of it stormy because of transgressions
Jermaine had committed early in the relationship.
When they lived in Ohio, Roberta became
obsessed with a belief that her husband would
again betray her. Her paranoia grew beyond
worries about infidelity and into a certainty that he
Continued on next page
OCDLA Life Member Susan Elizabeth Reese practices law in
Portland. She serves on OCDLA’s Education Committee.
Theodore Coran practices law in Salem.
G. E. Mallow is an investigator in Salem.
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would try to kill her. She refused to believe anything positive about him; try as he
might, nothing he did could please her.
The couple moved from Ohio to Oregon, living in Sherwood for a time and
then spending five years in Lafayette [where officers thought the crimes had
occurred] before Roberta took the children and moved back to Ohio. All this time,
Jermaine kept loving her and trying to win her back. Roberta was adamant in her
obsession. She hounded and berated him, insisting, “You need to go to the police
and admit it.” Mr. Anderson learned that his young son was so distraught – far
away from his father in Ohio – that he tried to kill himself by throwing himself
out of a moving vehicle. Finally, Mr. Anderson broke. Certain that he had to do
something to win back his wife, he made the trip to the sheriff’s office.
At trial with no physical evidence, the state relied on Jermaine’s admissions
and Roberta’s statements. The prosecutor argued, simply, that because Mr.
Anderson had the “opportunity” to do the things with which he was charged, he
must be guilty.
Mr. Anderson testified in his own defense, convincingly explaining that he
had not done the things he told the police. He was merely making a desperate
attempt to follow his wife’s instructions in a vain hope to reunite with her and
restore his family. In what his attorney described as a convincing, sincere manner,
he tearfully said he still loved his wife, but in her eyes he was incapable of doing
anything right.
Mrs. Anderson had made several trips to doctors, including one visit three
days after the alleged “gas poisoning.” She had also sought counseling, and
defense counsel secured those records. As a result, defense counsel Coran offered
the testimony of a doctor who said Mrs. Anderson showed no signs of poisoning
or any other injury from natural gas. She was described as suffering from
nothing except “anxiety driven symptoms,” and her therapist noted that she was
susceptible to a “somatotropic” disorder.
Mr. Mallow found a representative from the gas company who also testified.
He explained that the design of the gas fireplace made it incapable of emitting
enough gas to do any harm.
After a trial that lasted a week and a half, the jury awarded Mr. Anderson
Beautiful Words on all counts.1 Jermaine Anderson was free after spending over
a year of his life in jail for nothing more than a misguided and desperate effort to
win back his wife.
1

After receiving the verdict, the shocked trial judge told Mr. Anderson that he had “gotten away with
attempted murder.”
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Sentencing
Guidelines
Grid
Edited by Jesse Wm. Barton
A must-have, easy-to-use,
full-color guide to Oregon
sentencing guidelines.

“No kid in a delinquency
case should ever leave your
office without seeing the
sentencing guidelines grid.”
— Dan Cross
OCDLA Past President

Order extras for your
colleagues and an extra one
for yourself, just in case.

$20 members
$25 nonmembers

ONLINE

full-color, double-sided,
laminated, 8.5 x 11 inches

Legal Document Library

Add $2 shipping on orders totalling
less than $25.

OCDLA.ORG
Go to Members Only, then Legal Document Library

Appellate Issues
DUII
Evidence
The Oregon Defense Attorney

Grand Jury
Merger
Property Crimes

Stalking
and more.
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Order at www.ocdla.org,
call 541-686-87616, or mail
a check to OCDLA, 96 East
Broadway, Suite 5, Eugene,
OR 97401.
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Who can attend?
This program is open to defense
lawyers and those professionals
and law students directly involved
in the defense function.

forensic evidence CSI: Eugene
March 4–5, 2011
Valley River Inn, Eugene

What’s included in the fee?
•
•
•
•
•

Seminar admission
Written materials
CLE credit
Saturday lunch
Refreshments during the breaks

Registrant
Information
Registration
Information
Name________________________________________ Bar #/PSID# ________________________
Name for Badge __________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________

Need financial assistance?
Contact OCDLA by February 22
about scholarships, payment plans
or creative payment arrangements.

Cancellations
Seminar cancellations made by
noon on March 3 will receive a
refund less a $25 cancellation
fee. No-shows receive the written
material and audio CDs.

City _________________________________________ State ___________ Zip _______________
Phone _______________________________________Fax ________________________________
Email ___________________________________________________________________________

CLE Tuition and Materials
OCDLA Members:

Lawyer

Early Bird (by 2/22)
r $260

Standard (after 2/22)
r $285

=

$_____

Nonlawyer

r $165

r $190

=

$_____

Lawyer:

r $310

r $335

=

$_____

Lodging at Valley River Inn

Nonlawyer

r $215

r $240

=

$_____

541-743-1000
1000 Valley River Way, Eugene
Special room rates beginning at
$99. Call by Feb. 11 and mention
OCDLA when booking.

Save resources and money: Opt for a download or a CD
r Download materials from OCDLA’s web site (subtract $15), or

-

$_____

r CD only, no hardcopy (subtract $15)

-

$_____

=
=
=

$_____
$_____
$_____

=

$_____

=
=
=

$_____
$_____
$_____

CLE Registration
Online: www.ocdla.org
Phone: (541) 686-8716
Fax: (541) 686-2319
Mail: 96 East Broadway, Suite 5,
Eugene, OR 97401

Nonmembers:

Can’t Attend?—Get the Audio and Written Materials
r Written materials (hardcopy and CD) & audio for credit, $275, members only
r Written materials (CD only) & audio for credit, $260, members only
r Written material only—CD and hardcopy, $100

OCDLA Scholarship Fund
r $25 donation to the scholarship fund to assist members who would
otherwise be unable to attend

Not
Member?
Add
aa
Membership
Now
and
SAVE!
Notan
anOCDA
OCDLA
Member?
Add
Membership
Now
and
SAVE!
Membership will be valid through June 2011

Bar entry 2006 to 2009
Bar entry 2005 or earlier
Non-lawyer Professional Membership
Bar entry 2010—New Bar Admittee

r
r
r
r

$100 new/$195 renewing
$145 new/$285 renewing
$60 new/$115 renewing
$50 new member

Payment Information
Payment must accompany registration.

r Check enclosed

r VISA/MC/AMEX/Discover

Total

= $_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Name on Card

Card Number

Exp. Date

Billing Zip

CVC#

Presented by the Oregon Criminal Defense Lawyers Association • 96 East Broadway,
Suite 5, Eugene, OR 97401 • (541) 686-8716 • info@ocdla.org • ocdla.org
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OCDLA’s Search and Seizure Manual
An OCDLA Original:
• Now in its 5th edition, edited by Bob Homan
• Includes all cumulative case law updates since 2002
• NEW — Appeals
• NEW — Federal Issues
• Substantial changes on CONSENT and VEHICLE STOPS

January 2011 update included!
Featuring cases on extended stops, concealed weapons and more
and the Oregon Search & Seizure Memorandum.
Order your copy today!

Available to OCDLA
members for $245
($295 nonmembers).
Order online at
ocdla.org
or call 541.686.8716.

FREE SHIPPING

OCDLA members can order the PDF version online and save $40! Go to ocdla.org.

NEW! Second Edition

The Investigator’s Manual
2nd edition, 2010
Edited by Rhonda Coats, Lynette Lazenby and Brenda Tam
Tips, strategies & resources covering:
• Computer evidence & forensics, hardware & security
• Forensic photography & conducting surveillance
• Investigating informants, locating & interviewing witnesses, including juveniles
• Handling subpoenas, including out-of-state witnesses
• Ethics, victims’ rights issues, & the effective attorney-investigative team
Plus dozens of OARs, statutes, Rules of Civil Procedure, sample release forms
and informative appendices.

$125 for members, or
Download the PDF for $105.
541.686.8716 ocdla.org

“No Oregon PI should practice without it.”
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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Donors Make the Difference
Thank you to all of our donors. Below are those who contributed to
OCDLA during the past 12 months.

Scholarship Fund Donors
$500 or Greater
Hugh Duvall

$301–$499
Phillip Margolin
Duane McCabe
McCrea, P.C.

T h a n k Yo u

$101–$300
Katherine Berger
Rhonda Coats
David McDonald
Olcott Thompson
James Rice
Forrest Rieke

$26–$100
Aller, Morrison,
Robertson, P.C.
Laurie Bender

Leland Berger
Tom Bostwick
Janet Boytano
Bradley Cascagnette
Thomas Coan
Jenny Cooke
Richard Cremer
Jeffrey Ellis
Laurie Godfrey
Adam Greenman
Dennis Hachler
Mark Heslinga
Victor Hoffer
Karpsteinf & Verhulst,
P.C.
Stephen Houze
James Lang
John Lundeen
Gordon Mallon
Teresa McMahill

Lynne Morgan
Shannon Mortimer
Susan Elizabeth Reese
Yonit Sharaby
Philip Studenberg
Jon Springer
Suzanne Taylor
David Veverka
Valerie Wright

Up to $25
Paul Aubry
David Audet
Jesse Wm. Barton
Wendell Birkland
Alexis Bishop
David Celuch
Jesse Coggins
Daniel Cross
Eggert & Heslinga

Laura Fine
Mary Goody
Jeff Johnson
M. Westbrook Johnson
Jacqueline Joseph
Rosalind Manson Lee
Bonnie Lam
Kenneth Lerner
John Neidig
Tony Schwartz
Ralph Smith
Cate Wollam
Bruce Tarbox
Troy, Rosenberg &
Wolfe, PC
Steven Wax
Brian Zanotelli

Building Fund Donors
$10,000

$250

$101–$249

Up to $100

Chris and Suzanna
Hansen

Joe Maier

Katherine Berger
A portion of this
donation is made
on behalf of Greg
Hazarabedian and
June Sedarbaun, in
celebration of their
new marriage.

Janet Boytano
James Lang
John Tyner
Brian Zanotelli

$1000
Ann Christian
James Hennings

General Fund Donors
$250 or Greater
Kevin Hashizume
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Legislative Advocacy Fund Donors
$750 or Greater
Janet Hoffman
David McDonald

Kelly W. Ravassipour
Ross M. Shepard		
Steven J. Sherlag		
Ingrid Swenson

Anthony Bornstein
Elizabeth N. Wakefield		
Deborah K. Cumming
Michael P. Bertholf
Meghan S. Bishop
Daniel M. Carroll
Mike De Muniz		
Jeffrey E. Ellis		
Peter J. Gorn		
Mark A. Heslinga
Todd Huegli		
Julie A. Krull		
Wendy A. Kunkel
Ernest G. Lannet		
Denny Maison		
Susan F. Mandiberg
Christopher A. Missiaen
Leslie Nitcher		
Robert W. Reid		
Thalia Sady		
David Saydack		
Tera Schreiber		
Debra S. Sirotiak		
Dean Smith		
Suzanne K. Taylor
Jason E. Thompson
		

$500
James Hennings
Duane McCabe
Shaun McCrea
John Neidig
John Powers

$101–$200
C. Lane Borg		
David M. Audet		
Janet M. Boytano
Marie B. Desmond

$350
Gordon Mallon
John Potter

$250
Alyssa R. Bartholomew
Kara L. Beus		
Peter De Muniz		
Laura Graser		
Ronald H. Hoevet
Kenneth Lerner		
EveLyn A. Oldenkamp
Nicolas Ortiz		
Robert S. Raschio		

$26–$100

Dawn Andrews		
Dan J. Engler		
Peter Gartlan		
Robert C. Homan
Robert L. Huggins		
Paul E. Levy		
Laurance W. Parker
Diane R. Patten		
Stephen R. Sady		
Tahra Sinks		
John J. Tyner		
Jennifer Williamson		

Up to $25

James D. Lang		
Michelle A. Ryan
Maurisa R. Gates
Brian Zanotelli

Donate to one or more of OCDLA’s special funds.
Scholarship Fund — Assists members

Building Fund — Funds go toward

who otherwise would not be able to
attend OCDLA seminars.

the purchase of an office building,
a top priority of the OCDLA Board.

Legislative Advocacy — Support

Leave a Legacy — Consider OCDLA

OCDLA’s lobbying effort, which focuses
on securing public defense funding,
promoting legislation beneficial to the
criminal justice system, and protecting
the constitutional and statutory rights of
those accused of crime. This is not the
OCDLA–PAC.

in your estate planning, with the
assistance of Leave a Legacy, a
campaign to help people make the
most of their charitable giving. For
help structuring your memorial gift or
estate plan, consult with an attorney,
financial planner, accountant or
insurance agent. Visit Leave a Legacy
at leavealegacyoregon.org for details.

General Support — Make a general
donation and we will apply your gift
where it is most needed.
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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How to Donate
You may send a check in
the mail, donate online at
ocdla.org, or contact
the OCDLA office:
(541) 686-8716,
info@ocdla.org,
Nonprofit Status
OCDLA is a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit educational association, governed by a
14-member board. Check
with your tax advisor regarding whether or not your
contirbution to OCDLA is
tax deductible.
OCDLA Tax ID#:
93-0743226.
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Welcome, New Members
Academic
Ilsa Lundgren, Salem
Nonlawyers
Daniel Buck, Portland
William Douglas, Portland
Kelly Paxton, Forest Grove
Patrick Riedlinger, Independence

Since November 5, 2010

Regular
Jason D. Caplan, Medford
Susan Goolsbee, Bend
Colleen Kennedy, Portland
Wendy Levy, Eugene
Timothy Lewis, Salem
Leslie Nitcher, Salem
G. Aron Perez-Selsky, McMinnville

Guillermo Ramos, Pendleton
Ellen Range, Roseburg
David Sherbo-Huggins, Salem
Shannon Wood, Portland

Our Members

Thank You, OCDLA Life Members One-time membership fee (currently $5,000)
Leeon F. Aller, Roseburg
M. Janise Augur, Eugene
Richard Lee Barton, Portland
Kelly R. Beckley, Eugene
John E. Bennington, Eugene
James E. Bernstein, Oregon City
Pat Birmingham, Portland
Timothy M. Bowman, Portland
Enver Bozgoz, Klamath Falls
William S. Brennan, Portland
Claudia E. Browne, Grants Pass
Christopher Edward Burris, Oregon City
Peter J. Carini, Medford
David R. Carlson, Vale
Des Connall, Portland
Jenny Cooke, Oregon City
Richard L. Cowan, Salem
Richard A. Cremer, Roseburg
Constance Crooker, Portland
Mark Austin Cross, Oregon City
Michael D. Curtis, Portland
Jacques P. DePlois, Coos Bay
Chris W. Dunfield, Corvallis
Edward L. Dunkerly, Vancouver
Jay Edwards, Salem
Thomas L. Fagan, Eugene
Daniel L. Feiner, Portland
Paul M. Ferder, Salem
Laura A. Fine, Eugene
Steven H. Gorham, Salem
John M. Halpern, Jr., Eugene

Chris Hansen, Eugene
Fredrick Hass, Portland
Gregory J. Hazarabedian, Eugene
John H. Hingson, III, Oregon City
Rush M. Hoag II, Eugene
Victor Hoffer, Mt. Angel
Robert C. Homan, Eugene
Bruce Howlett, Portland
J. Kevin Hunt, Oregon City
Steven Jacobson, Portland
Carter Kerns, Pendleton
Charles Kochlacs, Medford
Steven L. Krasik, Salem
Paul H. Kuebrich, Albany
Angie La Nier, Medford
Neil F. Lathen, Salem
Gordon Mallon, Burns
Phillip M. Margolin, Portland
Harris S. Matarazzo, Portland
Shaun S. McCrea, Eugene
David T. McDonald, Portland
James P. McHugh, Oregon City
J. Robert Moon, Jr., Baker City
Lynn M. Myrick, Grants Pass
Robert H. Nagler, Eugene
John W. Neidig, Portland
Lindsay R. Partridge, Salem
Robert N. Peters, Eugene
Paul S. Petterson, Portland
Michael Phillips, Eugene
David J. Phillips, Eugene

John Powers, Portland
Mark Rader, Ontario
Susan Elizabeth Reese, Portland
Forrest Reid, Albany
Beverly D. Richardson, McMinnville
Martha L. Roberts, Eugene
Ilisa H.R. Rooke-Ley, Eugene
Michael E. Rose, Portland
Janet Rosencrantz, Eugene
Robert M. Schrank, Eugene
Thomas S. Sermak, Eugene
Ross M. Shepard, Washington, DC
Steven J. Sherlag, Portland
Geoffrey Squier Silver, Portland
Emily Simon, Portland
Richard Smurthwaite, Eugene
Philip W. Studenberg, Klamath Falls
David G. Terry, Roseburg
Olcott Thompson, Salem
Bob Thuemmel, Portland
Walter J. Todd, Salem
William L. Tufts, Eugene
William Uhle, Portland
Monty K. VanderMay, Salem
Gregory E. Veralrud, Eugene
John C. Volmert, Eugene
Peter F. M. Warburg, Eugene
Kristen L. Winemiller, Portland
Richard L. Wolf, Portland
Valerie Wright, Bend

Thank You, OCDLA Sustaining Members
James A. Arneson, Roseburg
Michael D. Barker, Corvallis
Katherine O. Berger, Portland
Leland R. Berger, Portland
Thomas C. Bernier, Roseburg
Gary B. Bertoni, Portland
Marc D. Blackman, Portland
Whitney P. Boise, Portland
Tom C. Bostwick, Salem
Janet M. Boytano, Albany
Mark C. Cogan, Portland
Jesse Coggins, Coos Bay
Howard W. Collins, Salem
Brian D. Cox, Eugene
Daniel A. Cross, Hillsboro
Peter B. Fahy, Corvallis
Jenifer Feinberg, Medford
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Richard E. Forcum, Bend
James W. Gardner, Gold Beach
Robert A. Graham, Jr., Grants Pass
Kenneth C. Hadley, Baker City
James D. Hennings, Portland
David A. Hill, Eugene
Ronald H. Hoevet, Portland
Alan W. Karpinski, Portland
Daniel H. Koenig, Eugene
John B. Lamborn, Burns
Rosalind Manson Lee, Eugene
Kenneth Lerner, Portland
Philip A. Lewis, Portland
John W. Lundeen, Lake Oswego
Wayne Mackeson, Portland
Wm. Jason Mahan, Roseburg
Robert J. McCrea, Eugene
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Roscoe C. Nelson, III, Portland
Gregory P. Oliveros, Clackamas
Per C. Olson, Portland
David M. Orf, Medford
Bert A. Putney, Medford
John S. Ransom, Portland
James B. Richardson, Portland
Stephen R. Sady, Portland
Markku A. Sario, Canyon City
Priscilla L. Seaborg, Portland
Norman Sepenuk, Portland
Ralph H. Smith, Bend
Marc Sussman, Portland
Jason E. Thompson, Salem
Raymond S. Tindell, Portland
Randall L. Vogt, Portland
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CLASSIFIED ADS
We have an opening for a full-time

number for the new office is 971-239-

criminal defense attorney in Dallas,

4771. The firm will be handling criminal

Polk County, Oregon. Criminal defense

defense, including post-conviction, and

experience is preferred. Good salary and

domestic relations matters.

benefits. Great working environment.
Four attorney law firm. We have had the
indigent defense contract in Polk County
since 1984. Bilingual preferred but not
necessary. E-mail your resume to cllpc@
aol.com, or call 503-623-6676. We have
an position available because one of our
attorneys was just elected Judge.

2-5 offices (some with secretarial
stations) available for lease in friendly,
professional, beautiful, busy law
office in downtown Eugene. On-street
and lot parking, close proximity to
municipal, state, federal, and bankruptcy
courthouses, the jail, all city/county
offices, and all downtown amenities.
Tasteful offices include full reception

FULL SERVICE OFFICE in downtown
Portland available. Work alongside nine
other attorneys in the historic Pennoyer
Building. Amenities include reception
service, shared conference and break
room facilities, internet and fax.
Convenient to courthouses and MAX.
Overflow and referral work a possibility.
$500/month in rent on a month to month
lease. Call Drew Chilton at 503-3208507.

services, telephone system, voice-mail,
ADSL access, use of 3 conference rooms,
break room (with shower), and two work
rooms equipped with multiple copiers/
imagers, facsimile machines, postage
meter, shredder, and lots of related
equipment, access to lots of printed
material/resources and abundant work
areas. For more information or to view
the offices, contact OCDLA Member
Brian Cox at (541) 683-7151 or at bcox@

Rader, Stoddard & Perez, P.C.

scslaw.org.

has opened a second office in Salem.
Attorneys Susan R. Gerber and Manuel
Perez will be located at the new office,
located in the Reed Opera House
building at 189 Liberty Street, N.E. Suite

Sunriver Resort Rentals. Sleeps
2–8, hot tubs, bikes. Call Rush Hoag,
(541) 344-4125, 1-800-659-2761, www.
rush2sunriver.com.

210, Salem, Oregon 97301. The phone

Criminal Appeals
for the client who deserves a second chance

2010–2011
Dues
r Life Member
$5000 one-time fee

r Sustaining Member
$390 / year

r Regular Member, bar 		
entry 2006–2009 		
$195 / year

r Regular Member,
bar entry up to 2005
$285 / year

r Professional Nonlawyer
$115 / year

r New Bar Admittee
(2010)

$50 first year

r Law Student $10 / year
r PAC Contribution		
$___ to the OCDLA–PAC

Rates
Prorated
Visit ocdla.org for new
member prorated rates.
MEMBERSHIPS good through June 2011.
Join or renew online at ocdla.org (click
About OCDLA, then Membership Info).
OCDLA is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization. The OCDLA–PAC is a separate entity.
Call us at (541) 686-8716.

Andy Simrin
Attorney at Law

503.265.8940

•
•
•
•

18 years appellate experience
over 140 published appellate opinions
16 supreme court opinions
author post-conviction proceedings

405 Northwest 18th ;venue • Portland, Oregon 972:9
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Oregon Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association
96 East Broadway, Suite 5
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 686-8716

Nonprofit Org.
U.S. Postage
PAID
Eugene, OR 97401
Permit #636

forensic evidence

CSI: Eugene
Foundations for Scientific Evidence Challenges
DNA — The Cutting Edge, with Karen Lawless
Facebook in Your Case Book: The Ethics of Investigation

Shaken Baby Cases and New Medical Issues

Cell Phones and Pinging Technology
Drug Testing Technology
Fingerprints
Computer Hard Drive Technology

Reading Medical Records & Crossing the Experts

Valley River Inn, Eugene • March 4–5
Presented by the OREGON CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION

